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Our Vision
To promote and build human resources through sustainable partnerships as the foundation of a national Science, Engineering and
Technology (SET) organisational and institutional infrastructure, which will drive and sustain South Africa’s economic growth.

Our Mission
To co-ordinate, facilitate, catalyse and contribute to the implementation of SET initiatives, activities and projects which, through
passion, determination and compassion with all stakeholders, will make a significant contribution to the economic, human and
social development needs of South Africa, whilst maintaining environmental sustainability.

Our Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•

To develop a process that initiates and develops participation by SET stakeholders;
To act as a sounding board of Government;
To provide a communication channel to and from the State President, Parliament, and any other legislative or administrative
body or commission, on science and technology (S&T) matters;
To seek common understanding on short-term SET issues, transitional SET issues and issues involving the reconstruction of
the SET system;
To fulfil the National Science and Technology Forum’s (NSTF’s) role in respect of any instruments and structures in society
that seek to consult or communicate with the broad SET community;
To advance, promote and protect the common interest of the NSTF’s members relating to S&T;
To support the development of an integrated S&T system which reflects the principles inherent in a free and democratic
South Africa; and
To liaise and co-operate with other organisations on matters of common interest.

Operational Strategy
To proactively promote SET in South Africa, through various initiatives, by interacting and networking within the SET sectors and
community and mapping out the pathways based on SET innovation. Operations are conducted through Plenary Meetings, the
Executive Committee and the Secretariat.

Support Base
Membership
The more than 100 member organisations of the NSTF are representative of the following sectors:
•
Government Departments involved in SET issues;
•
Science Councils;
•
Professional Bodies, Societies, Associations and Academies under the collective name of the Scientific, Engineering and
Technological Societies and Allied Profession Group of South Africa (SETAG);
•
State Corporations and Utilities (Parastatals);
•
The Education sector;
•
The Business sector (Corporate; Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises (SMMEs); and Business Associations);
•
Labour;
•
Civil Society and Community-Based organisations;
•
SET Service Providers;
•
Student organisations;
•
Women’s organisations;
•
Linkages with SET organisations in Africa; and
•
Linkages with SET organisations globally.

Members of the Executive Committee
Mr JN Marriott
Prof BD Wingfield
Dr MJ Hlongwane
Prof MJ Green
Dr R Adam
Dr RB Toms
Mr D Kramer
Mr D Botha
Prof R Crewe
Dr VZ de Villiers
Dr S Liphadzi
Mrs WM Eksteen

NSTF Chairperson, Sasol
NSTF Vice-Chairperson and Professional Bodies, SAWISE
NSTF CEO
Business Sector, Sasol Technology
Government, Department of Science and Technology (DST)
Labour Sector, FEDUSA
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) and Civil Society, Sci-Bono Discovery Centre
Professional Bodies/SETAG, SAICE
Education Sector, HESA
State Utilities, Necsa
Science Councils, WRC
NSTF Secretariat

Chairperson’s Message

The past year has seen much growth in the individual membership of the National Science and Technology Forum (NSTF) and in
the involvement of members in the activities of the NSTF. The year 2005 has been marked by the inaugural meeting of the sector
representing the many scientific, engineering and technical societies. We welcome the many new members and look forward
to the inputs and active role that these organisations and their members can play in the activities of the NSTF. The breadth of
the membership of the scientific, engineering and technical societies and the experience of the individuals will go far towards
enhancing the activities and outputs of the forum in the interest of the Innovation system in South Africa. The NSTF will certainly
be a stronger organisation as a result.
As a stakeholder forum on science, engineering and technology (SET), the NSTF serves a valuable role. It creates the opportunity
for stakeholders from the academic sector, from business and from community based organisations to make inputs on issues
of importance to themselves. The NSTF also serves as a sounding board for government and government organisations to
gauge opinion as they develop policies and programmes. During the past year attendance at plenary meetings and at seminars
has grown strongly which is testament to the success of the approach of the NSTF. We must also express our gratitude to the
Department of Science and Technology (DST) and to the National Department of Education (DoE) who have gone out of their
way to provide speakers and discussion subjects to ensure that NSTF workshops and plenary sessions have been meaningful to
participants. Experience during the year has also shown that there is a demand from stakeholders and NSTF members in other
centres of South Africa for local workshops and opportunities for feedback to be organised. Workshops held in Cape Town and
Durban during the year were well attended and participants have requested that further functions are arranged.
The Annual NSTF Awards, presented at a prestigious function during May each year, are becoming an increasingly important
component of the NSTF’s activities. The aims of the Awards are to recognise outstanding contributions in science, engineering and
technology, to promote excellence in research and innovation and to increase the public awareness of science and technology in
South Africa. Awards are presented to individuals, to corporate and small business organisations and to non-profit organisations.
The awards event has grown in recent years and is recognised as a premier annual event for all in the SET community. I believe
however that the NSTF needs to focus more attention on greater publicity for the winners. There are many success stories within
South African science and technology. Increased public awareness and attention can only help to motivate existing players and to
promote science as a worthwhile career to all our young people.
We remain grateful for the commitment of the Minister of Science and Technology, Mr Mosibudi Mangena, to the NSTF and to
the awards event.
I believe that during 2004 and 2005, we at the NSTF have demonstrated that we have made a difference to all the stakeholders
within the National System of Innovation. I do however invite input and comment. We would welcome suggestions for further ways
we can serve the interests of SET in South Africa.
I must, once again express my appreciation to the CEO of the NSTF, Dr James Hlongwane and to the secretariat, Wilna Eksteen
and Daleen Beneckhe for the effective and enthusiastic way they administer the organisation. My thanks also go to the members
of the Executive Committee who have assisted me during the past year.

John Marriott
Chairperson
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report

The NSTF is one of the core elements of the National System of Innovation (NSI). The System is composed of stakeholders,
institutions and processes. The NSTF is an independent institution that works in collaboration with government, specifically the
DST, to facilitate consultation between government and Civil Society.
The NSTF in relation to the NSI and its members
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Note: Institutional relations between membrs and other institutions are not shown.
Legend:
Accountability;
Self-initiated advice;
Consultation
Acronyms:

SC:
HE:
CHE:
NACI:
CIDB:
ASSAF:

Science Council;
Higer education;
Council on Higher Education;
National Advisory Council on Innovation;
Construction Industry Development Board;
Academy of Science of South Africa

Generic Model of the National Innovation System (NSI)

Primary Linkage
Notes: Membership, cross-membership and shared membership is not
shown in this diagram
R: Reasearch
D: Development
S: Science
T: Technology
I: Innovation
ASSAF: Academy of Science of South Africa
NSTF: National S & T Forum
COHORT: Committee of Heads of Reasearch and Technology

The NSTF is the largest multi-stakeholder and longest surviving organisation of SET practitioners in South Africa. It is also the only
one of its kind in the system. The NSTF is the catalyst of the Civil Society sector within the NSI and has positioned itself as a key
intermediary body (refer to the Benzine Ring model of the NSI). It plays an important consultative role between government and
Civil Society and is recognised by the Minister of Science and Technology in this capacity.

The NSI is a driver in developing and growing the economy of the country through science, engineering and technology activities.
At present, the economic growth rate of South Africa is approximately 3-4% per annum. To achieve an improvement in the quality
of life in our country, an economic growth rate of around 6% per annum or greater is required. Experience in other countries has
shown that increased focus on and expenditure in Research and Development (R&D) is one way of stimulating growth. It is equally
important to measure the outputs of R&D or the advances made by participating stakeholders in the NSI and these have been
captured through the National Research and Development Survey, as benchmarked by the Innovation Indicators.
We applaud the step taken by the DST in vigorously restructuring the operations of the department, which we strongly believe will
improve the outputs of the NSI.
For the past 10 years the NSTF has strived to encourage and promote activities that will ensure economic growth through the
NSI. Sustainability is crucial in ensuring a thriving economy for any country and the system is responsible for such sustainability.
Without a strong system of education, especially in mathematics, science and technology (MST), the NSI itself would certainly not
be sustainable. The NSTF has therefore found it necessary to support and initiate activities that will promote a strong education
system in MST.
During the 2005 year, the NSTF made strong efforts to continuously improve the NSI through its various activities and, in
collaboration with its stakeholders and members, successfully facilitated, catalysed and co-ordinated a number of activities, the
most significant of which are detailed in the ‘Progress Report’ section of this report.
In the interests of sustainability, efforts were made to increase the involvement and participation of stakeholders and roleplayers of
the NSI. The NSTF embarked on a major membership recruitment drive, especially involving Professional Bodies and Business.
The Benzine Model of the NSTF in relation to the NSI
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I wish to thank the following organisations and people who supported me and the NSTF in our endeavours:
•
Chairperson of the NSTF, Mr John Marriott and his Deputy, Prof Brenda Wingfield;
•
The Secretariat of the NSTF, Mrs Wilna Eksteen, and her assistant, Mrs Daleen Beneckhe;
•
All members of the NSTF Executive Committee;
•
The members of the SETAG Executive Committee;
•
The DST and other government departments involved with the NSTF;
•
The Minister of Science and Technology, Mr Mosibudi Mangena for his immediate support of the NSTF and its activities;
•
The Deputy Minister of Education, Mr Enver Surty for his enthusiastic support of the NSTF on MST education; and finally
•
Our sponsors, donors and partners who are the central pillars of the NSTF.

Dr Mziwenkosi James Hlongwane
Chief Executive Officer

Progress Report

Highlights of the Year
NSTF Provincial Workshops
Over the years, the issue of the participation of members and stakeholders outside the borders of Gauteng have been raised several
times. In response, the NSTF Executive Committee (Exco) decided to expand the scope of consultation, not only geographically,
but also beyond its membership base. To foster closer relations and encourage participation, the Exco decided to launch
workshops in the provinces on issues of importance at community level. A short survey to test interest and probe the burning issues
of the day resulted in the first series of workshops on Technology Education in the Western Cape, KwaZulu-Natal and Gauteng.
These were held from 10-12 May 2005 in conjunction with the Science Centres during the national science weeks.
The Deputy-Minister of Education, Mr Enver Surty was consulted and pledged his support through the involvement of senior
officials in the collation of the outcomes of the workshops.
An overwhelming response was received to the invitations extended, and more than 70 attendees in Cape Town, 50 in Umhlanga/
Durban, and 80 in Johannesburg participated and gave input on Technology Education and its application in schools, General
Education and Training (GET), Colleges and Further Education and Training (FET) Institutions. A collation of the input was
presented to the 27th NSTF Plenary meeting in May 2005 to communicate the general opinion of the provinces.
To take the process further, a national meeting will be convened in collaboration with the DoE to summarise the input from the
provinces and to encourage common agreement.
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Special thanks go to the MTN Science Centre in Cape Town, the Old Mutual/MTN Science Centre in Umhlanga/Durban, and the
Sci-Bono Discovery Centre in Johannesburg for making their respective venues available.
Interaction with stakeholders at NSTF Provincial Workshops

The Scientific, Engineering and Technological Societies and Allied Professions Group of South Africa
(SETAG) – Professional Bodies Sector of the NSTF
After a call from the then Minister of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology, Dr Ben Ngubane, to consolidate the Professional
Bodies, Associations, Societies and Academies of the SET community, SETAG was launched in 2004 to unite this sector under the
auspices of the NSTF, this being the only body recognised by the Minister for purposes of consultation with Civil Society.
SETAG held its first Annual General Meeting (AGM) on 20 April 2005 where an official Exco was elected to steer the priority
areas into the future. Mr Dawie Botha of the South African Institution of Civil Engineering (SAICE) was unanimously elected
to the position of Chairperson of SETAG. To support him in the Exco, Mr Mike Crouch (SAIEE), Prof Robin Crewe (ESSA) and
Prof Chris Chimimba (ZSSA) were elected as members. The immediate past chairperson of the interim Exco, Prof Brenda
Wingfield (SAWISE) continues to serve on the committee to ensure the successful take over of the initial structures and activities of
SETAG. At the first meeting of the official Exco, Prof Chris Chimimba was appointed as Vice-Chairperson to assist and support
the Chairperson of SETAG.
SETAG Exco members

Members at the AGM freely discussed, caucused and deliberated on various burning issues within the sector and came up with
a common focus for the group as follows:
•
Mathematics, Science and Technology Education as the most prominent area of focus – lobbying government on all aspects
of education such as educator support and training, curriculum, etc.;
•
Research Funding and allocation of funds for key SET programmes;
•
Human Resource Development in SET;
•
Public Understanding of Science, Engineering and Technology (PUSET) which includes Awareness and Communication, as
well as the marketing thereof; and
•
Inter-Communications, lobbying and networking.
The Exco meetings following the AGM considered appropriate mechanisms to implement the action plan and it was decided to
involve the SETAG membership in this process by enlarging the capacity of the Exco to include alternates and experts. Proposals
for interventions to support MSTE in South Africa were also called for. This process would be taken further at the second General
Meeting of SETAG on 10 October 2005 at the CSIR International Convention Centre in Pretoria.
A special networking session is scheduled to take place over lunch before the meeting commences. This will allow for members
to mingle, promote and share information on developments within their respective organisations and to further SETAG’s objective
of enhancing communications within the SET community.
The satisfaction and support of stakeholders in SETAG can be measured in the rapid growth of the membership base, from just
over 20 at inception to over 40 at the time of reporting. The Chairperson of SETAG, Mr Dawie Botha called upon the sector to
join hands to strengthen the voice of societies even further and to make a greater impact on society. He pledged that, in support
of reconstruction and development and with the help of members, the gaps causing the delay of key initiatives would be filled.
Inaugural meeting of SETAG

Established Activities
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NSTF Science and Technology Awards and Gala Dinner for 2004

The outcomes of the 7th NSTF Science and Technology Awards for 2004, held on 27 May 2005 at Emperors Palace (previously
known as Caesars Gauteng), proved that the initiative is well established and has gained the necessary respect and the considerable
recognition of the SET community. Governments’ support of the objectives of the event, which recognises outstanding achievements
in S&T was made evident when the Minister of Science of Technology, Mr Mosibudi Mangena agreed to be the official Patron. The
loyal and continuous participation and financial support of the DST, through the office of the Director-General, Dr Rob Adam,
plays a significant role in the successful hosting of the event.
DST officiating at the Awards Gala event
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High goals and targets were set to ensure that the prestige and standards
remain uncompromised, and we are proud to say that the SET community
rose to the challenge. Apart from existing partnerships, formed with
stakeholders during the past few years (these include ESKOM and the
National Research Foundation (NRF) to promote Black Researchers
and their Mentors) Telkom Foundation raised its support significantly to
include sponsorship of the Who’s Who in SET booklet, which serves as a
database of the Research fraternity. This is in addition to the sponsoring
of recognition for the top female learners of the various S&T competitions,
the top female matriculants from disadvantaged communities, the national
winners of the Dr Aggrey Klaaste Maths, Science and Technology Educator
of the Year Awards, and the top performing schools from the Dinaledi
project of the DoE. In addition to the other sponsors, the Technology and
Human Resources for Industry Programme (THRIP) managed by the NRF
and funded by the Department of Trade and Industry (the dti), came
on board as a platinum sponsor to support recognitions made to the achievements of the SMME sector. Last but not least, TBM
Communications joined the table as media sponsor to raise awareness and promote the pre- and post activities of the event. This
was especially noteworthy given that TBM Communications is an SMME with limited resources.
The NSTF is forever grateful to all the sponsors and applauds and respectfully salutes their efforts, participation and support. They
remain the backbone of this event and deserve all the recognition that can be given.
Platinum Sponsors and Partners

To build on the success of the event, the NSTF Exco, in collaboration with the Adjudication Panel and sponsors, embarked on a
review of all aspects of the Awards. The recommendation was that a sub-committee be established to allow more involvement in
the overall organisation of the Awards, starting with the solicitation of nominations, adjudication, marketing and communications,
as well as publicity efforts. It is clear that the NSTF is open to networking and forming partnerships to elevate the Awards to the
highest level possible. We invite all stakeholders to become part of our efforts to build our nation.

The winners of the 2004 Awards and the top achievers in the education system,
as identified by the Dinaledi Project of the DoE will become role models for the next
generation. They are:
•

Prof GFR Ellis

•

•
Prof PD van Helden

•

•
Dr SJ Lennon

•

Prof SP Reddy

•

•
Prof JD Jansen

•

Dr O Shisana

•
•
•
•

•
Dr G Hearne

•
Dr D Meyer

•

Prof V Sewram

Category A – Individual over a Lifetime
Winner: Prof George F R Ellis – Emeritus Distinguished Professor, University of Cape
Town
Runner-up: Prof Peter Ian Folb – Chief Specialist Scientist, MRC, Cape Town
Category B – Individual through Research and Innovation
Winner: Prof Paul D van Helden – Co-Director, DST/NRF Centre of Excellence in
Biomedical TB Research, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Stellenbosch
Runner-up: Dr Olive Shisana – Executive Director, Social Aspects of HIV/AIDS
(SAHA) Research Programme, HSRC, Cape Town
Category C – Individual through activities other than Research and Innovation
Winner: Dr Steve J Lennon – Executive Director (Resources and Strategy), ESKOM,
Johannesburg
Runner-up: Dr Theresa-Anne Davies – Chief Executive Officer, JOBWORX, Durban
Category D – Corporate Organisation
Joint winners: Kirstenbosch Research Centre, South African National Biodiversity
Institute, Cape Town, and
KUMBA Resources Research and Development, Pretoria
Category E – SMME
Winner: Groupline Technical Ceramics Pty (Ltd), (GTC) Jet Park, Ekurhuleni
Runner-up: Hazleton Pumps (Pty) Ltd, Centurion
Special Recognition made to: Mmatshidi Soap Manufacturer of Orkney, and the
Managing Director, Motlalepule Moroeng, Entrepreneur
Category F – Not-for-Profit Organisation
Winner: Agribusiness for Sustainable Natural African Plant Products (ASNAPP),
Stellenbosch
Runner-up: The South African Society for Intelligent Transport Systems (SASITS),
Johannesburg
Category G – ESKOM Research Capacity Development Awards: Researcher, for
Research Capacity Development
Female Winner: Prof S Priscilla Reddy – Director Health Promotion Research and
Development, MRC, Parow
Male Winner: Prof Jonathan D Jansen – Dean, Education, University of Pretoria
Category H – TW Kambule NRF Research Awards: Senior Black Researcher
Female Winner: Dr Olive Shisana – Executive Director, Social Aspects of HIV/AIDS
(SAHA) Research Programme, HSRC, Cape Town
Male Winner: Dr Giovanni Hearne – Senior Lecturer, Physics, University of the
Witwatersrand
Category J – TW Kambule NRF Research Awards: Junior Black Researcher
Female Winner: Dr Debra Meyer – Senior Lecturer Dept Chemistry and Biochemistry,
University of Johannesburg
Male Winner: Prof Vikash Sewram – Chief Specialist Scientist, MRC, Parow
Mathematics Olympiad – A certificate was awarded to Ms Tamara von Glehn
Science Olympiad – A certificate was awarded to Ms Claire Keene
Expo for Young Scientists – A certificate was awarded to Ms Roswyn Duke
Female Matriculants from the nine provinces – Certificates were awarded to Ms
Batla Kagiso (Gauteng); Ms Mbuvha Dakalo (Limpopo); Ms Xaba Nonkululeko
(KZN); Ms Mothupi Lebogang (North West); Ms Matshoba Nomathibana (Eastern
Cape); Ms Nkatlo Lydia (Free State); Ms Mkhaliphi Thuli (Mpumalanga); Ms
Masuabi Francis (Northern Cape); and Ms Bashala Miranda (Western Cape)
Dr Aggrey Klaaste Maths, Science and Technology Educator of the Year Awards
– Certificates were awarded to:
Retired Teacher: Mr Ngwako Gibert Matimolane (Limpopo)
Further Education and Training Category: Mr Nyadzani Lazarus Lavhengwa
(Limpopo)
General Education and Training Category: Ms Rosy Ruiters (Limpopo)
Dinaledi Schools from the provinces – Certificates were awarded to: Centre of
Science and Technology (Western Cape); Tsogo Secondary School (North West);
Mbilwi High School (Limpopo); Mlokotshwa School (KZN); Raucall Secondary
School (Gauteng); Glen Cowie Secondary School (Northern Cape); Mampoi High
School (Free State); Taxila Secondary School (Limpopo); and Letsatsing High School
(North West)
Tribute was paid to Prof Ismail Mohamed for his advocacy and leadership to SET in
South Africa.

Prof PI Folb

Dr O Shisana
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Dr T-A Davies

Hazleton Pumps (Pty) Ltd

SASITS

Mmatshidi Soap
Manufacturer

Recognition of role models in the Education sector and Tribute to Prof Ismail Mohamed

Special thanks must also go to the adjudicators of the Awards, who were nominated and selected by the different constituencies
of the NSTF at its 26th Plenary meeting in October 2004. The panel has been led by Mr Denis Hunt of the Business sector since
the second event in 2000 and he was assisted with the preliminary adjudication this year by Ms Dudu Mkhize, Chairperson of the
Maths, Science and Technology Specialist Advisory Council (MSTSAC) of the Gauteng DoE. A record number of 106 nominations
across all categories were judged. The panel comprised the following:
Business sector and Head of the Panel
Assistant Adjudicator
Education sector
Government Departments
Labour sector
NGOs and Civil Society
Professional Bodies – Scientist
Professional Bodies – Engineer
Science Councils
State Corporations
Category G only
Category H and J only
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Mr Denis Hunt (SACOB)
Ms Dudu Mkhize (MSTSAC)
Dr Rasigan Maharajh (TUT)
Ms Anati Canca (DST)
Dr Rob Toms (FEDUSA)
Mr David Kramer (Sci-Bono Discovery Centre)
Prof Chris Chimimba (ZSSA)
Prof Alex Visser (SAICE)
Mr Bob Tait (MINTEK)
The Head Adjudicator, Mr Denis Hunt and
Mr Eric Lerata (Necsa)
his Assistant Adjudicator, Ms Dudu Mkhize,
Mr John Gosling (ESKOM)
announcing the Award Winners
Dr Siphokazi Koyana (NRF)

A comprehensive report on the Awards is available from the NSTF Secretariat. Electronic copies of the Who’s Who Booklet and
press releases can be accessed on the NSTF website at www.nstf.org.za
NSTF Speakers and Organising Team

The call for the next round of nominations is currently in circulation, with the closing date being 12h00 on Wednesday,
30 November 2005. Help us to recognise excellent achievements by nominating individuals, organisations or programmes.
Contact the NSTF office for more information.
Ethics in Science and Technology
After many consultations with the top officials of the DST to revive the process of establishing Ethics in S&T in South Africa, the
DST committed to working with the NSTF and the National Advisory Council on Innovation (NACI) to ensure that the process
takes off. A joint Reference Group was established to take the commitments further. This has resulted in a survey to establish the
need for such a process in South Africa. The results of the survey are being analysed and will be published in the next phase of
the process.
The New Partnership for Africa’s Development (NEPAD)
The collaboration with the DST is growing since the DST identified the NSTF as a major partner in promoting the vision and
objectives of NEPAD in S&T in South Africa. The collaboration is aimed at involving NSTF stakeholders in all the activities of
NEPAD.
The NSTF will continuously inform stakeholders of new developments in this area.
Work Permits for SET Professionals
Previously NSTF members in the Higher Education and Business sectors raised concerns regarding the Immigration Laws and
the Brain-Drain in South Africa, which affected these sectors severely. This led to a very successful workshop in 2003 on the
Immigration Act and the estimated extent of the brain-drain to enlighten members on what the future might hold. In collaboration
with the DST, the input derived from the workshop was effectively used to lobby with the Department of Home Affairs (DoHA),
which resulted in changes being made to the proposed act.

At the NSTF Plenary meeting in May 2005, the Director-General of DST, Dr Rob Adam, affirmed his departments’ commitment to
providing a service to the community surrounding issues relating to the work permits of skilled practitioners. He invited members
to make enquiries to the DoHA through the DST to clear the remaining blocks in the system.
Awareness, Public Understanding, and Communication of Science, Engineering and Technology
As a result of past endeavours to inform the community on the contributions of various mechanisms to promote SET through public
understanding, awareness and communications, the NSTF lobbied government to put in place a system that would collectively
take responsibility for SET communication in South Africa.
The then Foundation for Education, Science and Technology (FEST) was restructured into a new agency called the South African
Agency for Science and Technology Advancement (SAASTA) under the auspices of the NRF.
To inform the community of these developments, the Executive Director of SAASTA, Ms Beverley Damonse was invited to present
the new strategy for Science Communication in South Africa to stakeholders of SETAG on 20 April 2005.
SAASTA aims to advance public awareness, appreciation and engagement of SET in South Africa through three thrusts, namely
to:
•
Explore, experience and exhibit – engaging with the phenomena of science;
•
Teach and learn – preparing tomorrow’s scientists and innovators; and
•
Debate, discuss and communicate – communicating research results and advances to the public.

STRATEGIC APPROACH
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SAASTA invited members to integrate existing programmes into the strategy through partnerships and collaborations, thereby
making a bigger impact through a collective, continuous and sustained approach.
In response, the Engineering and Technology sectors, which are key role-players in the NSI, argued that most of the communication
programmes focussed on the sciences and called on SAASTA to change this perspective to give equal coverage to engineering
and technology outputs. The NSTF invites stakeholders to join hands to make proposals on new processes to create a more
holistic approach.
Membership Participation Platforms
During the year of review, the NSTF held its 26th and 27th Plenary meetings in October 2004 and May 2005 respectively.
National stakeholders and members were gathered under one roof to discuss important issues in the NSI.
These discussions raised awareness and gave insight into the following issues, which elicited widespread comment and input:
•
•
•

The vision and mission of the DoE on Tertiary Education. Does the vision for Tertiary Education address the problems of
SET? What actions can the NSTF take to assist implementation of the vision of the DoE?
Promoting SET capacity for the 21st century. What can the NSTF do and recommend to government to implement the
actions?
Technology education in a transformed FET Sector.

•

Implementation of the new structure of the DST. An explanation of the reorganisation and governance of the NSI and how
it might affect the new department.

Organogram of the new DST structure

Director
General DST
GE: ‘Frontier
Science and
Technology’

Dr Bethuel
Sehlapelo

CD: New Programmes
and cross cutting
Institutions and
Agencies

CD: Human Capital

GE: Intergovernment
Programmes

Ms Marjoree Pyoos

CD: Departments
A - Economic
and others, Local
Innovation and
Development

CD: Departments
B - Social and Others

CD: R&D plans of
all Departments,
Sector Institutions
and Agencies
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GE: Interntional
Co-oporation
and Resources

Mr Dhesigen Naidoo

CD: International
Co-operation,
AISA

CD: International
Resources

3 x Attaché’s

Expert Scientific
Services
(Structured under
a GE and GM)

GE: Corporate
Services

Mr Peter Pedlar

Dr Adi Paterson
Directorates possibly
organised into
clusters and including
capacity for:

CD: Minister’s office

•ICT
•Biotechnology
•Space Science
•Resource based
technologies
•Manufacturing
•Poverty reduction
•Indigenous knowledge
•Strategic science
platforms
•Indicators
•Policy research and
analysis
•Labor intensive
technologies
•Technology extension
•Incubators, etc, etc

D: Office of the DG

D: Deputy Minister’s office

CD: Human Resources
CD: Finance
CD: Communications
D: Performance Audit
D: Governance
D: IT
D: Legal Services

The input was consolidated and submitted to the relevant government departments to consider for implementation. Minutes of
plenary meetings are available on the NSTF website at www.nstf.org.za

Collaborations
Meetings with Ministers and Key Roleplayers in Government
Several meetings were held during the year with the Minister of Science and Technology, Mr Mosibudi Mangena and the Deputy
Minister of Education, Mr Enver Surty, to lobby support and reaffirm the activities of the Forum. These meetings were very positive
and fruitful and stronger relations were built. They also resulted in various collaborations in NSTF activities, such as workshops
in the provinces.
Presentations were also made to the Portfolio Committee on Science and Technology in Parliament and enthusiasm was fostered
to pursue existing collaborations.
In-depth discussions were held with the MEC for Education in Gauteng on proposals and suggestions to take the Mathematics,
Science and Technology Education Strategy forward in the province. The importance of support and training for educators in the
classroom in the teaching of MST and career guidance were key issues that need to be taken further through consultation and
collaboration with stakeholders. The Deputy Minister of Education expressed interest in discussing concrete proposals.
International Linkages
ESKOM sponsored the attendance and participation of the CEO at the inaugural meeting of the Science and Technology in
Society (STS) Forum held in Kyoto, Japan from 14 to16 November 2004.
The STS Forum aims to provide a global mechanism for open discussions on an informal basis, and to build a human network
that could, in time, resolve the new types of problems stemming from the application of S&T. The Forum community also explores
opportunities arising from S&T, and addresses the removal of barriers to using S&T to solve the problems facing humankind.
This Forum is not necessarily a platform for specialists to unilaterally convey their knowledge, but rather an opportunity for real
dialogue among peers. Participants were encouraged to undertake cross-border activities towards the establishment of shared
values and commitment to the future.
Issues tabled for discussion included the harmonisation of economic development with global warming; the prevention of
terrorism; the control of infectious diseases; and the assessment of potential health benefits and ethical factors relating to cloning
technology.
A similar process could be implemented in South Africa and expressions of further interest are called for.

Challenges for the Future

A challenge posed to the NSTF by the Director-General of the DST, Dr Rob Adam, is for members and stakeholders to consider
the reasons for and the benefits of taking up a career in SET. With a clear understanding of these issues, role models can be
identified to encourage and inspire youngsters to follow suit. This also links up with the question of Human Resources and their
affect on the economy, specifically the NSI. A plan is needed to create skills in SET in South Africa. The NSTF as the most central
body must play a pivotal role in resolving this challenge.
The Engineering component of the NSI called for a review of the responsibilities and accountability of this sector. There is a
need for greater emphasis on the contributions of the Engineering sector to the system. Stakeholders feel that a different set of
incentives is needed to encourage Engineers than those used for Scientists. The issue was raised with the Minister of Science and
Technology, who affirmed willingness to take the matter further through the NSTF.
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Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2005
The Executive Committee is responsible for the preparation of the annual financial statements that fairly present
the state of affairs and the results of the Forum at the end of the financial year in conformity with South African
Statements of Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.
The annual financial statements set out on pages 16 to 21 and the detailed income statement set out on page 22
were approved by the Executive Committee on 1 September 2005, and are signed on its behalf by:

National Science and Technology Forum
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Mr J Marriott
Chairperson

Dr M J Hlongwane
Chief Executive Officer

REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITORS
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY FORUM

An audit includes:
•
•
•

examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements;
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management; and
evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.

We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
Qualification
In common with similar organisations, it is not feasible for the National Science and Technology Forum to institute accounting
controls over cash collections from donations, membership and subscriptions prior to the initial entry of the collections in the
accounting records. Accordingly, it was impractical for us to extend our examination beyond the receipts actually recorded.
Qualified Audit Opinion
In our opinion, except for the effect on the financial statements of the matters referred to in the previous paragraph, the financial
statements fairly present, in all material respects, the financial position of the Forum at 31 March 2005, and the results of
its operations and cash flows for the year then ended, in accordance with South African Statements of Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice.
Emphasis of Matters
At the date of this report the Forum has not yet succeeded in its application for exemption from income tax as a public benefit
organisation. Based on the assumption that the Forum will succeed in its application to be exempt from paying income tax, no
liability has been raised in the financial statements.
Supplementary Information
The detailed income statement set out on page 13 does not form part of the annual financial statements, but is provided as
additional information. We have not audited the detailed income statement and, accordingly, do not express an opinion on it.

1 September 2005
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Scope
We conducted our audit in accordance with statements of South African Auditing Standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free of material misstatement.
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Introduction
We have audited the annual financial statements set out on pages 16 to 21 for the year ended 31 March 2005. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the Executive Committee. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.

Income Statement and Balance Sheet
for the year ended 31 March 2005

Income Statement

Notes
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Membership and sponsorship revenue

2005

2004

R

R

1 434 659

1 103 424

-

(11 130)

(1 431 682)

(1 106 348)

Project expenses
Operating expenses

1

Surplus (deficit) from operations

2

2 977

(14 054)

Income from investments

3

13 208

29 043

16 185

14 989

Net surplus for the year

Balance Sheet
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at 31 March 2005

Notes

2005

2004

R

R

Assets
Non-current assets
Equipment

4

Current Assets

44 235

6 143

301 126

317 248

Investments

5

224 323

271 558

Accounts receivable

6

48 375

43 746

Cash and cash equivalents

7

28 428

1 944

345 361

323 391

259 008

242 823

65 418

65 418

193 590

177 405

86 353

80 568

86 353

80 568

345 361

323 391

Total Assets

Equity and Liabilities
Funds and reserves
Funding contributions
Accumulated surplus

Current liabilities
Accounts payable

Total Equity and Liabilities

8

Statement of Changes in Equity and Cash Flow Statement
for the year ended 31 March 2005

Balance at 31 March 2003

Funding
contributions

Accumulated
surplus

Total

R

R

R

65 418

Net surplus for the year

Balance at 31 March 2004

227 834

-

14 989

14 989

65 418

177 405

242 823

Net surplus for the year

Balance at 31 March 2005

162 416

-

16 185

16 185

65 418

193 590

259 008
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Statement of Changes in Equity

Cash Flow Statement
Notes

2005

2004

R

R

Operating Activities
Cash received from members and sponsors
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Net cash from (used in) operations

9

1 430 030

1 068 456

(1 416 971)

(1 106 909)

13 059

(38 453)

Interest received

13 208

29 043

Net cash from (to) operating activities

26 267

(9 410)

47 235

(27 940)

Investing Activities
Decrease (increase) in investments
Additions to equipment

(47 018)

Net cash from (to) investing activities

Net Decrease in Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

Cash and Cash Equivalents at End of Year

10

(4 813)

217

(32 753)

26 484

(42 163)

1 944

44 107

28 428

1 944

National Science and Technology Forum
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Accounting Policies
for the year ended 31 March 2005

The following are the principal accounting policies of the Forum, which are consistent in all material respects with those applied
in the previous year, except as noted below.
The financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis and are presented in South African Rand.
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Presentation of financial statements
These financial statements are presented in South African Rand.
Revenue
Revenue represents the invoiced value of membership fees and sponsorships received and are recognised at the date of
accrual.
Equipment
Equipment is stated at historical cost to the Forum, less accumulated depreciation.
Depreciation is calculated on historical cost using the straight line method over the estimated useful lives of the assets. The
method and rates used are determined by conditions in the relevant industry. Rates of depreciation are as follows:
•
•

Office equipment
Computer equipment

16,67 % (6 years)
33,33% (3 years)

The recorded values of these depreciated assets are periodically compared to the anticipated recoverable amounts if the assets
were to be sold. Where an asset’s recorded value has declined below the recoverable amount, and the decline is expected to
be of a permanent nature, the decline is recognised as an expense. To determine the recoverable amount expected future cash
flows are discounted to their present values.
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Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents are defined as cash and bank and near-cash financial instruments. Refer to policies on financial
instruments below.
Provisions
Provisions are recognised when the company has a present obligation as a result of a past event and it is probable that it will result
in an outflow of economic benefits that can be reasonably estimated.

Financial instruments
Financial assets and financial liabilities are recognised on the Forum’s balance sheet when the Forum has become a party to
contractual provisions of the instrument. Subsequent to initial recognition these instruments are measured as set out below.
Financial assets
The Forum’s principal financial assets are accounts receivable, investments and cash and cash equivalents.
Accounts receivable is stated at the total nominal value of such accounts and reduced by appropriate allowances for estimated
irrecoverable amounts.
Investments are stated at cost less any provisions for diminution in value. After initial recognition investments are measured at
their fair value.
Cash on hand is measured at its face value. Deposits held on call are classified cash and cash equivalents and carried at
amortised cost. Due to the short-term nature of these, the amortised cost approximates their fair value.
Financial liabilities and equity instruments
Financial liabilities and equity instruments are classified according to the substance of the contractual arrangements entered
into.
Significant financial liabilities include accounts payable. Accounts payable are stated at cost. Due to the short-term nature of the
Forum’s accounts payable, the cost approximates their fair value.

Notes to the Annual Financial Statements

1. Operating Expenses

2005

2004

R

R

Staff costs

469 873

391 691

Annual awards dinner expenses

605 668

391 231

Other operating expenses

356 141

323 426

1 431 682

1 106 348

16 600

13 500

2. Profit (Deficit) from Operations
Deficit from operations has been arrived at after inclusion of:
Audit fees
• Audit fees - current year
• Accounting fees - current year

5 400

5 400

22 000

18 900

10 785

12 642

• Office equipment

3 076

2 370

• Computer equipment

5 850

1 815

8 926

4 185

13 208

29 043

Professional services
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for the year ended 31 March 2005
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3. Income from Investments
Interest received: bank

4. Equipment
Cost

Opening
Balance

Additions

Disposals

Closing
Balance

R

R

R

R

Office equipment

14 307

7 802

-

22 109

Computer equipment

39 856

39 216

-

79 072

Totals

54 163

47 018

-

101 181

Accumulated
depreciation

Opening
Balance

Current year

Disposals

Closing
Balance

R

R

R

R

Office equipment

11 527

3 076

-

14 603

Computer equipment

36 493

5 850

-

42 343

Totals

48 020

8 926

-

56 946

National Science and Technology Forum

Depreciation:

Notes to the Annual Financial Statements
for the year ended 31 March 2005 (continued)

4. Equipment (continued)

2005

2004

R

R

Net book value
Annual Financial Statements 31 March 2005

Office equipment

7 506

2 780

Computer equipment

36 729

3 363

Totals

44 235

6 143

5. Investments
Wholesale call deposit
32 day notice deposit

25 000

85 000

199 323

186 558

224 323

271 558

48 375

42 450

6. Accounts Receivable

20

Membership fees receivable
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Other receivables

-

1 296

48 375

43 746

7. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Standard Bank business account
Petty cash

26 428

(56)

2 000

2 000

28 428

1 944

8. Accounts Payable
Provisions
Other payables

9 570

9 007

76 783

71 561

86 353

80 568

Additional
provision

Closing
balance

Provisions movement schedule:
Annual bonus provision
Opening
balance

Utilised
during the
year

R
9007

R
(9 007)

9 570

R
9 570

Annual bonus provision
Annual bonus is calculated based on 10% of the employees’ annual remuneration and the pro rata portion of entitlement
for the year. Bonuses are payable in December every year.

2005

2004

R

R

year to Cash Utilised in Operations
Surplus for the year

16 185

14 989

Adjusted for:
Depreciation
Income from investments
Operating surplus (deficit) before working capital changes
Working capital changes:
Increase in accounts receivable
Decrease in amounts received in advance
Increase in accounts payable

8 926

4 185

(13 208)

(29 043)

11 903

(9 869)

1 156

(28 584)

(4 629)

(34 968)

-

(18 000)

5 785

24 384

13 059

(38 453)

28 428

1 944
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9. Reconciliation of Surplus for the

10. Cash and Cash Equivalents
Cash and cash equivalent included in the cash flow statement
comprise the following balance sheet amounts:
Current account and petty cash

11. Financial Instruments
The Forum’s credit risk is attributable to its accounts receivable. These mainly consist of member fees outstanding. There is no
significant credit risk attributable to these receivables.
The Forum’s cash resources are placed with a high credit quality financial institution with a good reputation.

National Science and Technology Forum
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Net cash from (used in) operations

Detailed Income Statement
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31 March 2004

National Science and Technology Forum
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2005

2004

R

R

Operational revenue

565 567

420 543

Membership fees

552 359

391 500

13 208

29 043

Project sponsorships and expenses

-

(11 130)

Project expenditure

-

(11 130)

Science and Technology awards and dinner

276 632

320 693

Sponsorships received

882 300

711 924

(605 668)

(391 231)

Total net revenue

842 199

730 106

Operational expenditure

826 014

715 117

Audit fees

16 600

13 500

Bad debts

-

15 350

Income from investments

Science and Technology awards and dinner expenditure

Bank charges

3 847

3 337

21 814

26 964

Depreciation

8 926

4 185

Executive Committee meeting

5 755

3 884

294

5 399

Communication and marketing (website)

Gifts
Maintenance

-

564

News letter and annual report

65 822

49 729

Plenary meetings

41 721

31 411

Postage

12 599

12 023

33

1 000

Photocopies
Refreshments

5 772

2 540

Rental – offices

54 424

47 705

Service fee consultants (accounting fees)

10 785

18 042

469 873

391 691

13 851

8 795

3 481

492

41 622

41 097

2 682

14 632

Travel and accommodation

40 713

22 777

Surplus (deficit) for the year

16 185

14 989

Salaries
Stationary
Sundry expenditure
Telephone
Transport claims

Acronyms and Abbreviations

AGM
DoE
DoHA
DST
the dti
ESSA
Exco
FEDUSA
FEST
FET
GET
HESA
MST
NACI
NEPAD
NGO
NRF
NSI
NSTF
PUSET
R&D
SAASTA
SAICE
SAIEE
S&T
SAWISE
SET
SETAG
SMME
STS
THRIP
WRC
ZSSA

Annual General Meeting
Department of Education
Department of Home Affairs
Department of Science and Technology
Department of Trade and Industry
Entomological Society of South Africa
Executive Committee
Federation of Unions of South Africa
Foundation for Education, Science and Technology
Further Education and Training
General Education and Training
Higher Education of South Africa
Mathematics, Science and Technology
National Advisory Council on Innovation
New Partnership for Africa’s Development
Non-Governmental Organisation
National Research Foundation
National System of Innovation
National Science and Technology Forum
Public Understanding of Science, Engineering and Technology
Research and Development
South African Agency for Science and Technology Advancement
South African Institution of Civil Engineering
South African Institute of Electrical Engineers
Science and Technology
South African Women in Science and Engineering
Science, Engineering and Technology
Scientific, Engineering and Technological Societies and Allied Profession Group of South Africa
Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises
Science and Technology in Society
Technology and Human Resources for Industry Programme
Water Research Commission
Zoological Society of South Africa
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Postal Address:
The NSTF Secretariat
PO Box 9823
Pretoria, Gauteng 0001
South Africa
Tel:
+27 12 841 3987
Fax: +27 12 841 3025
E-mail: nstf@scientia.co.za
Web: www.nstf.org.za

K-4313 [www.kashangroup.com]

